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The 50 Best Places
to Travel in 2022

FROM FAR-FLUNG DESTINATIONS TO HOMETOWN FAVORITES, 2022 IS THE YEAR
TO GET BACK OUT THERE AND TURN YOUR DREAM TRIPS INTO REALITY.
By Travel + Leisure | December 09, 2021
Planning new adventures as a new year approaches
is always a thrill, but finding the best places to visit
in 2022 is unique. After two years of border closures,
cruise cancellations, and travel restrictions galore,
2022 is the year we hope to get back out there,
uninhibited (albeit vaccinated and COVID tested),
return to our favorite destinations, and cross new
ones off our lists.
Though the hospitality industry was hit hard by the
pandemic, many properties used the forced downtime to renovate rooms, add new amenities, and
expand outdoor spaces to offer even more once
guests return. 2022 is when many travelers will
venture further from home, and even overseas, for
the first time since the start of the pandemic, finally
reaping the benefits of these valiant efforts.
Although COVID variants remain, regulations are
still evolving, and precautions must still be taken,
many of the destinations we chose for 2022 offer what we believe travelers are looking for in a
post-pandemic world, from hotels with private accommodations to destinations teeming with freshair activities. Others, like Las Vegas, are for those

who are ready and raring to make up for all the social time they missed — with a few splashy headliners, including Adele and the Raiders, thrown in for
good measure.
As cruising makes its comeback, we included unforgettable places to see by water, from Antarctica
to the Nile, and as hard-hit destinations like Italy
and Asia recover, we found the buzziest reasons
to return. Of course we didn’t forget about all the
stateside gems we got to know while domestic
travel was surging, from Alaska and California to
Florida and Michigan.
Our 2022 list, organized alphabetically, doesn’t hold
back, with aspirational trips as far away as India,
Mozambique, Qatar, and even space — but we’re
also including hometown favorites, like Walt Disney World and its new Star Wars hotel; the wellness
retreats of beautiful Sedona; and the simple pleasures of small-town, farm-to-table living in Franklin, Tennessee. Because no matter what type of trip
you’ve been dreaming of, we want to help you turn
2022 into the year you get back out there and make
it a reality.

— Edited by Nina Ruggiero and Scott Bay
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ABRUZZO, ITALY
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